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Abstract— The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a chal-
lenging graph task in combinatorial optimization that requires
reasoning about both local node neighborhoods and global graph
structure. In this paper, we propose to use the novel Graph Learn-
ing Network (GLN), a generative approach, to approximately
solve the TSP. GLN model learns directly the pattern of TSP
instances as training dataset, encodes the graph properties, and
merge the different node embeddings to output node-to-node an
optimal tour directly or via graph search technique that validates
the final tour. The preliminary results of the proposed novel
approach proves its applicability to this challenging problem
providing a low optimally gap with significant computation saving
compared to the optimal solution.
Index Terms—Travelling Salesman Problem, Graph Neural
Network, Deep Learning, Generative Graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the
most intensively studied problems and widely used as a
benchmark in operations research, computational mathematics,
and computer science. Precisely, TSP states a salesman and
n cities defined as nodes on an undirected graph where the
objective is to find the optimal tour with the minimum distance
length visiting every node once and only once and returning
to the starting node. Solving the TSP seems fairly simple,
but as it is a known NP-hard problem, i.e., cannot be solved
in polynomial time, it is rather hard to solve. Given this
property, the problem is usually solved by methods that lead to
suboptimal approximate solutions in reasonable computational
time. Typically, designed approaches to solve these kinds
of combinatorial optimization problems can be divided into
two groups: exact methods and heuristics. The exact methods
guarantee nding optimal solutions if allowed to completely
perform their search. These algorithms have high execution
cost making them unsuitable for large instances. These optimal
solutions, e.g., the branch-and-bound algorithm, are usually
implemented in off the shelf software such as the Concorde
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solver [1] and Gurobi. As for heuristics, they designed to trade
off optimality for computational cost. Such solutions include
nearest insertion, nearest neighbor, and farthest insertion, etc.
Despite being in the NP-hard class problems, the TSP
problem never ceased to attract the research community thanks
to its importance in many real-life applications mainly in trans-
portation and logistics. In fact, in many fields of operation,
it is important to find a shortest path through a collection
of points. The most common nowadays examples specifically
in the industry consist in the supply chain, packages picking
and stocking in huge warehouses where a solution as the
one of TSP might optimize the delivery time as well as the
shortest route so as to save fuel and labor cost. As a result,
a growing interest appeared over years among the Artificial
Intelligence community to solve optimization problems using
Deep Learning (DL) methods. One of the rst articial neural
networks designed to solve the TSP is the model known as
Hopfield networks [2]. An overview of some other first trials
can be found in [3]. These historical studies though are still
dissatisfying compared to the heuristic algorithms in terms of
speed and optimality. Recently, Graph Neural Network (GNN)
has attracted a lot of attention [4], [5], and the existing research
has shown the efficacy of graph learning methods to leverage
the graph structure and solve many problems. Consequently,
since TSP is naturally modeled in graphs, using GNN to solve
the computational hardness of optimization problems certainly
shows promising results.
Recent work using deep learning methods on graphs to
solve TSP can be divided into auto-regressive and non-
autoregressive approaches. An auto-regressive model generates
node-to-node graphs like the Graph Attention Network used
in [6] which is attention-based decoder trained with reinforce-
ment learning to autoregressively build TSP solutions. The
work in [7] uses a more powerful decoder and trained the
model using REINFORCE [8] with a greedy rollout baseline
to achieve state-of-the-art results among learning-based ap-
proaches for TSP. In [9], a supervised approach using GNN,
the output is a tour presented as an adjacency matrix, which
is converted into a valid tour using beam search. However, it
performs poorly for very small problem instances.
In this paper, we introduce a generative graph learning
approach for approximately solving the TSP and validating the
final tour using the Graph Learning Network (GLN). GLN is a
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Fig. 1: Proposed GLN-TSP approach for solving the Travelling
Salesman Problem.
graph learning technique introduced in [10] which the authors
evaluate as an edge classifier and simulate its performances
as a graph generator to predict the graph structure based on
learned-patterns. They tested it on synthetic data to predict the
structure of geometric and 3D figures dataset. In our case, the
TSP solution pattern is learned by training the model with a
generated family of graphs representing the TSP instances.
Afterwards, we predict the TSP graph from the local and
global node embedding in the graph through a recurrent set of
operations. This approach presents a significant amelioration
in speed solving time compared to optimal methods, as well
as the efficiency of the solution with less training data and
smaller graphs. In fact, the input to initiate the training consists
in the node feature vector and an aleatory adjacency matrix,
while most of the other learning solutions use full graphs as
an input. Finally, although we return to the search technique
in order to validate the final tour, our approach directly output
the optimal tour adjacency matrix in many cases.
II. GRAPH-TSP FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 presents an overview of our proposed approach.
Our model takes a set of vertices and their feature vector as
an input and predicts the optimal graph structure. In other
words, it predicts the set of edges between those vertices, i.e.,
the adjacency matrix. We then convert the output graph into a
valid tour via a graph search technique. Unlike previous work
[11] that trains their models in a supervised manner using
pairs of problem instances and optimal solutions, we directly
feed the generated TSP graphs to the model which learns their
patterns in order to propose the best expected node features
for the target nodes. The representations that we learn through
the graph convolutions can encode properties of the graph
structure, learn the best structure, and thus approximately
predict the optimal graph tour.
A. TSP Data Set Generation
A particular case in TSP is the Euclidean TSP, which is
the main interest of this paper. In this version, each node
is assigned coordinates in a plane, and the cost on an edge
connecting two nodes is the Euclidean distance between them.
In this work, we generate the TSP data set using Concorde
Solver, which outputs a family of graphs that represents the
optimal solutions of different cases. The node features of
each graph are the coordinates of the nodes that we randomly
generate and then normalize to be ∈ [0, 1].
We generate 50000 graphs of different sizes: 10, 20, 30, and
50 node instances that we split into training, validation, and
testing.
B. GLN Model
Given a set of vertices V = {vi}, e.g., it can represent
a set of cities, where vi is the feature vector of each node
representing the node location in the 2D space in our case.
We train the model to leverage the structure of the graph and
learn the possible set of edges E = {eij} that maximizes the
relations between the vertices, i.e., minimizes the Euclidean
distances separating them, and hence, the final tour length.
Each graph will be used to learn the parameters of the GLN
model that minimizes a loss function that will presented in
details later.
Based on Graph Convolutional Networks introduced in [12],
the GLN model leverages the structure of the graph by
extracting both local and global representations, denoted by
H
(l)
local and H
(l)
global at each step l, and combining them to
predict the graph structure, i.e., the adjacency matrix, denoted
by A(l+1) in a recursive way. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-
code of the adjacency matrix prediction procedure using the
following equations:
H
(l)
local = ReLu
(
A(l)H
(l)
intU
(l)
)
, (1)
where H(l)int =
k∑
i=1
ReLu
(
A(l)H
(l)
i W
(l)
i
)
, (2)
H
(l)
global = ReLu
(
H
(l)
localZ
(l)
)
, (3)
and A(l+1) = ReLu
(
M (l)H
(l)
localQ
(l)
(
H
(l)
global
)>(
M (l)
)>)
,
(4)
where W (l)i , U
(l), Z(l), M (l), and Q(l) are learnable matrices
at each step l. The notation ReLu denotes the rectified linear
unit. Finally, λl, γl, and αl used in Algorithm 1 are embedding
functions introduced in [10].
• Initialization: Given the feature vector as the only input, the
model needs some structure to be initiated with for training. In
this work, A(0) is an aleatory matrix declared with p edges (p
values of 1 and 1− p values of 0). However, other structures
can be used as well such as the identity matrix In.
• Loss Function: Aware of the high sparsity of the TSP
problem and as we deal with it as edge classification where
the class of edges, i.e., class of 1 is less than the class of non-
edges, i.e., class of 0, we tend to use a weighted loss function.
Hence, we aim to minimize the following loss function:
Ltotal = ψ1Lhed + ψ2LIoU , (5)
Algorithm 1 Node Embeddings Generation and Adjancecy
Matrix Prediction (Recurrent Block)
1: Input: Feature Vector Xv ∈ Rn×dl ,∀v ∈ V , d
is the feature dimension, k the number
of kernels
2: Output: Vector Representation
H(L),Adjacency Matrix A(L)
3: H(0) ← X
4: A(0) ← In
5: for l = 1...L do
6: for i = 1...k do
7: extract features H(l)i
8: H
(l)
int ← combine(H(l)1 ...H(l)k )
9: H
(l)
local ← λl(H(l)int, A(l))
10: H
(l)
global ← γlH(l)local
11: H(l+1) ← H(l)local
12: A(l+1) ← αl(H(l)local, H(l)global)
where Lhed is the Hed-loss function introduced in [13] which
is a class-balanced cross-entropy function that penalizes each
class prediction while LIoU is the intersection-over-union
loss [14] such as we treat the edges on the adjacency matrices
as regions on an image and we compare the whole structure of
the predicted graph with its ground truth. Finally, ψ1 and ψ2
are hyper-parameters that dene the contribution of each loss
to the learning process.
C. Graph Search Technique
The model outputs an adjacency matrix with a deviation
ranging from 0% to 3% from the ground truth matrix. In
fact, the model is able to directly produce the optimal graph.
However, it may yield few extra edges in some cases. That is
when we need to valid the final tour via the search technique.
Many search strategies be can employed in this case, yet we
opt for greedy search. In general, greedy algorithms choose
the local optimal solution to provide a fast approximation of
the global optimal solution. Starting from the rst node (the
starting point of each tour), we greedily select the next node
from its neighbors based on the euclidean distance. The search
terminates when all nodes have been visited. We mask out
nodes that have previously been visited in order to construct
valid solutions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present and discuss the obtained results.
We describe the training phase by giving an insight about the
different used hyper-parameters and data-set. We also describe
the evaluation process of the model which is evaluated as an
edge classifier and simulated as a graph generator. Finally, we
test the model performances and compare it to existing studies.
A. Training phase
We focus on solving TSP problems. Nevertheless, our
method can be easily applied to other routing problems.
We train the model on 50000 graphs of different instances
Fig. 2: The total training and validation loss function for variant size
instances.
sizes: n ∈ {10, 20, 30, 50}. The node features correspond
to randomly generated 2D coordinates (the solution can be
applied to 3D space too). For each problem size, we use the
same hyper-parameters. We run the model with a recurrent
block using hidden values of 32 for three levels of depth
(layers). We use the Adam optimizer and a fixed learning rate
of 0.001 while we use a batch size equal to 50. We return to an
early stopping strategy in order to avoid the model overfitting.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the total loss function given
in (5) during the training for different sizes of TSP instances
(n = 20 and n = 30). At the beginning, we notice a cold start
but then the model rapidly converges. The convergence speed
depends on the size of the graph.
B. Performance Comparisons
We test the model on 10000 instances. The model is
evaluated as an edge classifier and considers as evaluation
metric the F1-score, which is expressed as follows:
F1-Score =
2(Precision×Recall)
Precision+Recall
, (6)
where Precision =
TP
TP + FP
and Recall =
TP + FN
.
We intend to maximize these metrics in order to predict the
best structure, i.e, the optimal tour. In many cases mainly
for small scale graph, the model is able to directly produce
the optimal graph node-by-node with 0% deviation from the
ground truth.
Table I shows the obtained F1-score of the TSP testing set.
The performances of the different edge classifiers are taken
from the GNN Benchmarking [15] for the goal of comparison.
As we deal with sparse graph instances while other models
consider a fixed input full graph which makes it an exhaustive
process especially for large-scale instances, we notice that, in
our case, the F1-score decreases as the problem size increases,
however, still well-performing.
In order to evaluate the prediction performances and com-
pare it with previous work, we return to the following evalu-
ation procedure used previously in [7]:
• Predicted tour length: the average predicted TSP tour
length, denoted by Tour-Len, over 10,000 test instances
expressed as follows:
Tour-Len =
1
m
m∑
i=1
ltsp(i), (7)
TABLE I: Performance on TSP testing set
Model K-NN
Heuris-
tics
MLP GCN GraphSage GIN GAT MoNet GatedGCN GatedGCN-
E*
GLN-
TSP10
GLN-
TSP20
GLN-
TSP30
GLN-
TSP50
F1-
Score
0.693 0.548 0.627 0.663 0.657 0.669 0.637 0.794 0.802 0.872 0.827 0.763 0.711
TABLE II: Performance of the GLN-TSP vs. non-learned baselines and state-of-the-art methods for various TSP instance sizes
Model
TSP20 TSP50
Tour Len Opt.Gap Tour Len Opt.Gap
Concorde Solver 3.84 0.00% 5.70 0.00%
LKH3 Solver 3.84 0.00% 5.70 0.00%
Gurobi Solver 3.84 0.00% 5.70 0.00%
Nearest Insertion (H, G) 4.33 12.91% 6.78 19.03%
Random Insertion (H, G) 4.00 4.36% 6.13 7.65%
Farthest Insertion (H, G) 3.93 2.36% 6.01 5.53%
Nearest Neighbor (H, G) 4.50 17.23% 7.00 22.94%
PtrNet (SL, G) 3.88 1.15% 7.66 34.48%
PtrNet (RL, G) 3.89 1.42% 5.95 4.46%
GAT (RL, S) 3.84 0.08% 5.73 0.52%
GAT (RL, G) 3.85 0.34% 5.80 1.76%
GLN-TSP 3.85 0.34% 5.85 2.78%
where m = 10000 and ltsp is the tour length of graph
instance i.
• Optimality gap: the average percentage ratio of the pre-
dicted tour length, lˆtsp relative to the optimal tour of the solver
ltsp. It is denoted by Opt-Gap and expressed as follows:
Opt-Gap =
1
m
m∑
i=1
(
ltsp(i)
lˆtsp(i)
− 1
)
. (8)
Table II shows the performance of the proposed model (GLN-
TSP) in comparison with deep learning techniques, exact
solvers and heuristic methods where H, G, SL, RL, and D
denote Heuristic, Greedy, Supervised Learning, Reinforcement
Learning and Sampling, respectively. The proposed model
outperforms simple heuristics and presents a low optimal
gap mainly thanks to the model’s ability to generate optimal
tours directly in most of the cases without deviation from the
ground truth. Our main goal is to propose a novel approach
highly competitive to the existing heuristics and deep learning
techniques to approximately solve combinatorial problems in
a generative way. In fact, the preliminary results of the GLN-
TSP proves the potential of the model to learn the graph aspect
and solve the TSP with few training data instances while other
studies like [11] used one Million pairs of full graphs and
solution instances to train their model, we only use 50000
instances for the training and yet achieve close results.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a simple yet effective ap-
proach for approximately solving the 2D Euclidean Travelling
Salesman Problem using Graph Learning Network and greedy
graph search. TSPs multi-scale nature makes it a challenging
graph task which requires reasoning about both local node
neighborhoods and global graph structure which we success-
fully tackled using the GLN model. In future work, it is
important to incorporate methods to deal with sparse graphs
in order to generalize our method to large-scale problem
instances, as well as ameliorate the model performance to
become able to directly output the optimal tour for all the
cases without returning to graph search technique to valid
the final tour and thus, unleash the powerful side of our
method. Finally, applying the developed approach on TSP
generalization and other routing problems will be considered
in the future extension of this work.
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